
Seamanship Action (Skill test 5 dice)
minus 1 dice for every point of Fatigue to a minimum of one, 
plus dice for every extra modifier if applicable.
 * Change Heading  (speed 1 tool)
 * Adjust Speed    (one plus or one minus)
 * Cut Free       (must* shift Yar distance, may move speed one tool)

CrewCrew Action
 * Reload       (Remove one reload marker)
 * Rally         (Remove one Fatigue)
 * Repair
        - Reduce the ship's damage by 1 point IF NOT CRIPPLED
        - Remove Aground token: Skill test 5 dice minus Fatigue
 * Change Sail Setting
                - Full sail   (plus 1 speed, no reload action available)
        - Battle Sail     (Default settings)
        - Minimal Sail    (minus 1 speed)
        - Anchor       (no movement)
 * Board         (if in Yar distance make a seamanship action)
 * Row          (Sweep special rule, move speed 1 without making a turn)
 * Transfer flag    (Transfer your captain to a ship withing pistol shot)
  * Landing party   (Anchored, within pistol shot of an island deploy within Musket shot)

Attack options
 * Broadside      (cannon stats, directly in front of broadside cannon path. Fatigue never
               takes this lower than the crew value)
 * Partial fire     (Crew determines dice, musket range from base, LOS from center base)
 * Close combat    (3 dice, plus crew rating, minus Fatigue, plus bonuses)
         - If the attacker connects with its bow only skulls hit
                  - If the attacker connects with its side edge, skulls+pistols+swords hit
         - If Shaken there is no close combat attack available

Formations
 * Sailing in line ahead gives you 1 extra dice for Broadside and Partial Attacks

Raking Shots (draw a line from broadside center base through bow and stern)
 * Musket range or less
 * 1 Aditional Fatigue
  * Skulls and Cannons are Critical hits
 * Ignores high + very high freeboard
 * If the shot enters the targets Stern, the target's Fortitude is reduced to 1

Target Rigging (optional for Broadside or Partial attack)
 * Reduce the amount of dice by half rounding down. Treat the attack as a Critical test
  but ignore the Swords and Skull symbols.

Targeting Crew (only in pistol range)
  * Reduce the amount of dice by half rounding down. Treat the attack as a Critical test
  but ignore the Sails and Skull symbols.

Capture or Destroy a Shaken ship
 * When you capture a ship you can add it to your line or destroy it and make a cut free action



Collisions
 * With a landmass : one point damage, Aground and anchored token
 * With another ship : Roll dice equal to the speed, skulls: take one point of damage, 
  if any sails are rolled the ships become entangled, If not move the other ship yard arm Away.

Shaken (Out of Fatigue)
 * a ship is Shaken and cannot perform seamanship actions, the only crew action they can 
    do is Rally.

Crippled (Out of hit points, Max speed is 2)
 * a ship is crippled and all damage taken instead goes to Fatigue instead. No repair options

Aground (Struck bottom or loose mast)
 * To remove this token make a repair action and instead of repairing make a skill test,
  if successful remove the token, if not the token stays in effect.

Entangled (No crew actions, only cut free option is left)
  * Friendly ships can not target enemy entangled ships with broadsides

Out of Action (No more Fatigue and no more Hitpoints)
 * Ship will not move or take actions and is effectively out of the game

Terrain
 * Shoals   : Complete move, roll dice equal to the fortitude value (no Fatigue penalty)
         If any Skulls are rolled your ship is struck Aground.
 * Fog Bank : Pistol shot becomes musked sho, musket becomes cannon, cannon only skulls hit
  * Rocks   : Cannot move trough this terrain, a collision occurs.
 * Islands  : Blocks LOS, cannot move through this terrain, a collision occurs.

Order of Bonuses: Subtract > Add > Multiply > Divide
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